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 Introduce myself – Andy Helck

 Introduce the Google Apps Scripting Language

 Why you might learn it or find someone who knows it

 Present several simple projects using Google Docs and Google Sheets

Overview



 We are a public library in the resort town of Telluride Colorado…

 …part of the Marmot Consortium…

 …using Sierra. 

 We use Google Apps for email and collaboration

 I’m Andy Helck, I’ve been learning Sierra DNA, Sierra REST API, C# 
programming and most recently, Google Apps Scripting language

Wilkinson Public Library



 I wanted a language that was already associated with a document editor of 
some kind. A place where I could paste text into and out of easily, and run a 
script to reformat the content.

 When I started doing projects like this 10 years ago, I looked to Microsoft 
because everybody was using Word and Excel.

 Both of these programs have a venerable scripting language called VBA or 
Visual Basic for Applications.

 VBA allows you to add buttons and menus to the user interface and do your own 
custom processing. But…

 …VBA is antiquated and quite dreadful to use!

The Good Old Days



 To be fair, VBA showed the way and programmers have written many useful 
scripts with it. But not only is the language archaic, just finding your way around 
the object model of Word and Excel is painful.

 When Google came out with their simplified word processor and spreadsheet 
products, Google Docs and Google Sheets (2012), they too saw the need for a 
scripting language.

 Google engineers chose an existing language that was already hugely popular 
in the web development world. It is called JavaScript

 If you know a bit of JavaScript then you already know Google Apps Script. And if 
you start by learning Google Apps Script (GAS) then you are also learning 
JavaScript which is a skill you can use for a long time to come.

The Times They Are A Changin’



 The JSON feature in Create Lists is a powerful tool for pulling data from Sierra. 
Finally there is a way to enter a list of barcodes or control numbers and pull 
matching records!

 I want to scan item barcodes into a Google Doc. There should be a menu or 
button to allow me to ‘process’ that list.

 The contents of the document will then be re-formatted just the way Create Lists 
wants them.

 Copy and paste the newly formatted text out of Google and into Sierra Create 
Lists search box and proceed to make my Review File.

First Project – Create Lists



Meet JSON Barcode Wrangler

This is Chrome running on 

my PC. I have the Google 

Document called JSON 

Barcode Wrangler open. I 

have pasted in a very 

short list of item barcodes. 

Note the main menu has 

an entry on the right called 

JSON. This is what my 

programming project 

added.



Ready to Wrangle!

We can 

create nice 

looking 

menus with 

Google Apps 

Script that do 

cool stuff!



Yuck! What is this?

 Haven’t tried the JSON option in Create 
Lists yet? 

 Innovative programmers added a very 
powerful way to specify search criteria when 
using Create Lists.

 Any criteria you enter the traditional way 
can be viewed in JSON format – then 
copied and saved into a text document for 
the next time you need to run the same list.



 Programmers and web developers have been grouping and structuring data for 
a long time. The JavaScript language is particularly good at doing this. You can 
easily create custom data structures that exactly match your needs – cool 
combinations of arrays, lists and records.

 These data structures and the data they hold can be converted to plain text 
using lots of punctuation, namely square brackets, curly braces, commas and 
lots of quote signs. The indentation is a visual aid to us humans, the computer 
won’t care if its all on one line.

 The example on the previous slide completely describes to Sierra the search 
criteria needed to find the 4 records matching the item barcodes.

JavaScript Object Notation – Skip this section if you want!



 The beauty of Google 
Apps Script is that it’s 
free and you already 
have it installed. 

Let’s write some code!



 The editor opens in a 
new tab.

 Unlike Docs itself, you 
must actually save 
changes before they 
take effect.

Welcome to the Script Editor



 Top 4 lines navigate 
the object model.

 A regular expression 
will extract all the 13 
digit numbers

 A query already 
exists, it just needs 
the data inserted into 
it.

 Original document 
contents replaced 
with the JSON query 
and its embedded list 
of barcodes.

A Simple JavaScript function



function msgBox(msg)

{

var ui = DocumentApp.getUi();

ui.alert("JSON barcode wrangler", msg, ui.ButtonSet.OK);

}

javaScript vs Shakespeare

“Romeo: Courage, man; the hurt cannot be much.

Mercutio: No, 'tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a 

church-door; but 'tis enough, 'twill serve. Ask for me 

tomorrow, and you shall find me a grave man.”

William Shakespeare

Romeo & Juliet

words

names

punctuation



 This is the JSON query. JavaScript loves 
these things!

 Sierra’s new JSON is something I should 
probably learn in depth, but I was in a hurry 
and just treated the whole thing as boilerplate 
once I found where my list of barcodes was 
supposed to go.

 Two of the data elements need to get updated 
each time the script is run

 queries[0].target.record.type

 queries[0].expr.operands

The query object in JavaScript



 Run the script from the 
drop down menu

 It tells me how many 
barcodes it actually 
found

 I then do a count of the 
cart I am processing 
and check the exact 
count.

Lets Try It!



 Here it is ready to 
copy and paste 
into Sierra!

End result…



 Of course you can write scripts in Sheets and link them to the menus…

 …but Sheets has a cool feature not found in Docs…

 A User Defined Function is used in the spreadsheet in place of the stock 
functions like =SUM() or =AVERAGE(). You write your own functions and then 
enter them in the spreadsheet cells like a standard function.

 Particularly cool are User Defined Functions (UDFs) that return an entire block 
of values. These are called Array Functions.

 A single function call can refer to an entire grid of cells, and then produce its own 
grid of cells. A single function call can replace hundreds of individual calls

Another Example using Google Sheets



 This function won’t refer to existing data, it will populate a sheet with data from 
Sierra

 We will use III’s new web APIs to fetch data using http calls

 Lets get some bib records!

Lets write an Array style UDF!



Here is a Google Sheets for our project



And the ‘code behind’



Here is how to use the Sierra RESTful APIs



Authenticating to the Sierra Database



 Google Docs and Sheets can be automated using JavaScript

 JSON is a specification for building arbitrarily complex data structures

 Innovative Interfaces makes extensive use of JSON data to communicate 
complicated things like a query specification for Create Lists

 Google Apps Script adores JSON formatted data

 My first example showed how to put raw data into JSON format and paste the 
criteria into Sierra Create Lists

 The second example showed how to get data from Innovative’s new RESTful 
API services in JSON format, and populate a spreadsheet with it.

In Conclusion…


